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Mercury outboard serial number missing

03-23-2015, 04:14 PM #1 seems to be asking quite a few, so I think I'll help a little on this. Don or Chem may jump in on this, but the picture speaks a thousand words as they say, but most know that the most logical place is that the plate on the first motor is more than a distance shot, so you have an idea. - Mostly I know it's on the star side of the motor and
an intimate view of what the tag looks like (the information on the tag may be different) and then if you can't find that - look for the Welsh plug because it will be stamped on it, remember its numbers. Additional 6-digit characters (except older motors) and newly created motors may not have serial numbers. Last edited by Wildcat Dude; 03-31-2015 at 4:29
p.m. #2 3-23-2015, 6:45 p.m. #3 03-24-2015, 10:16 AM #4 05-09-2015, 09:23 PM on the engine as the Welsh plug is located? #5 05-10-2015, 08:25 AM Originally posted by fishing fanatics, where the engine is a Welsh plug located? Somewhere on the head of the fire (position varies). If you need more help finding your serial number, I recommend opening
a separate thread for your engine #6 08-30-2018, 11:23 am, since the original image has mostly disappeared, I photographed my engine yesterday. Both of my engines have serial number labels on the starboard side of the rotating bracket. My 8hp... 8hp Welsh plug with serial number... 150hp label on starboard head... I looked for a serial number stamped
welsh plug on my Optimax but couldn't find it. Some engines may or may not have one, but hope this helps those searching for serial numbers. Attach a picture ______ Phil '09 Hewescraft ProV '09 150 Optimax #7 09-09-2018, 10:50 AM Thought I'll add a close-up shot of the label for clarity. Note the maximum recommended RPM is also on the label as well
as the production date. My engine was manufactured in October 2008, but as the engine model 2009 labeled attached images .jpg (84.2 KB, 72 KB) View) ____ Phil '09 Hewescraft ProV '09 150 Optimax Enter your email address to get the latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury. No, thank you, continue MercuryMarine.com Hello. We just bought a
boat, but we are in doubt about the motor. We say that is -87 200 Blackmax ID-Tag is not on the transom sheet and the whole engine has been painted and there are no stickers... however, there is a metal plate embedded in the head of the block with the number 129599 can someone help us to identify the model and this size please? Subject: TransOM ID
sheet missing mercury, you should find letters in front of those numbers. If it is 'A', then it is 1985, 200hp, if it is a 'B', then it is 1986, 150XR2. Re: Transom ID-plate missing mercury thanks for the quick reply!! We'll find the letter later, but if there's nothing we can find anymore? Thor Re: Transom ID-plate missing mercury see if you can find the numbers on
carbohydrates... Chris 200s use WH-14, 16, 18, 20, 28, 39, 46 150s using WH-40, 35, 38, 32 Re: Transom ID-plate missing otherwise mercury don't look for Re: The transom ID plate is missing, I found the mercury a split in front of the numbers, which means it is -85 200 horsepower it's a little frustrating since we think it's a strong and noisy cold motor...
Subject: TRANSOM ID plate missing Mercury Hi I found the letter A in front of the numbers, which means it's -85 200 hp. My experience is that sellers rarely tell the truth, even if they know... It may have been when it was last served... Missing Mercury 1987 may have been when it was last served. But it is working strong in mixing 2% oil with 23-field propeller
ss push -77 19 feet BW Outrage nearly 40 nautical miles/h experience any good/bad with this motor? I've been looking for various items and tables, but I can't find out where this figure shows it is -85? Can you link me to a good source? According to this website: looks like it is -85 300.......... Re: Transom ID-plate missing Mercury enter your serial number
(0A1 29599) that makes me your model number (1200725) and that tells me 1 = 200 mercury = horsepower and 725 year code = keep checking year until the model is synchronized... (I usually approach because I know the estimated year of various serial number prefixes) This is not a web-based program... Let's forgive Chris Re: Transom ID-plate missing
Mercury Hello again, I sent an email to Brunswick here in Europe, here's their answer: According to our note, the engine has a serial number. 0A129599 is a 200 HP model 1986, they reply very fast!! Thor, everyone knows the typical anagram boat, leaving thousands more holes in the water where the money was thrown. This can be even more mixed when
the ship begins to break with regularity.  The older the ship, the more frustrating it is to try and find the parts. Sometimes they're not. What are you going to do? Where can I find my serial number? Serial numbers for mercury marine ships and Mercruiser Sterndrives are a unique number set used to identify certain objects, such as marine engines, ships, cars,
software. In the case of Mercury ship parts, Mercruiser engine parts and Mercruiser Sterndrive parts, it is a serial number used to identify the configuration of the Mercruiser engine, Mercury Outboard or Mercruiser Sterndrive. Mercruiser is important because Mercruiser changed the design of the Fuel Cooler mid-year model, even if you have the 2003
Sterndrive engine, it is a serial number that indicates the model of your Fuel Cooler, your Mercruiser engine is mounted, the serial number is located near the starter by the fly housing, or on the rocker arm or the flame handle cover, transom plate: the serial number plate is located on the inner transzone plate inside the boat, or on the top of the rotating pins.
Offboard motors are assigned serial numbers to them after production. Each engine manufacturer uses different placement points for these numbers, and also uses different codes to interpret alphanumeric encoding. In order to find the serial number in the boat engine, you need to find the shaft of the engine, and under the cover --- the cow sits above the
engine itself. You have a much better chance of finding the parts you need easily when you know what you work with. The state of Texas also provides free resources for information about your ship ( that allows you to find ownership on a registered ship in Texas. If the ship is properly registered and is an Inboard or I/O drive, registration will include your
serial motor number and serial drive number. To use this service, you must have your HIN or TX registration number. This is commonly found on the bow of your ship and according to the rules that should appear above the water line. Example: JTC12354D516 Almost every boat that can hold a motor has a certain type of Hull identification number (HIN),
usually on the stellar side behind the chassis, either engraved or stamped on a plate. - Boats.net- MarineEngine.com - Marinepartsexpress.comOften times website will show you the details of the parts for your motor. The whole reason why it's important to know what your work is with is nothing more frustrating than getting the wrong piece! Cross-references
if you've never seen Sierra Parts catalog, you don't know what you missed! Sierra made aftermarket parts for almost every marine engine out there. Many times it is the only source for replacement parts, but there is also another! Most automotive parts houses have this book! So if you're not close to a computer or a boat repair shop, you can still find parts!
Here is an example of a typical Sierra cross-section cross reference: 18-5305 Sierra Contact Set -751007 Indmar-8M001219 Mercury- 980893 OMC-835705 Volvo parts numbers from sierra books that run not only one but six different ships. * Make it! This is one of the reasons sierra books can make the difference between finding what you need for a part
and not being able to repair the ship.*Not all of the ships listed in the example
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